Treasure Hunt Activity Pack
Activity
Scattered across Avon Tyrrell are 11
plaques with words and letters on them.
Use the words to fill in the blanks on your
map and collect the letters to find the
treasure at the end. You may need to use
some of the letters twice to reveal the answer….. You are looking for all of the
BLUE plaques
————>

BEST

T

The Treasure Hunt works as a complete circuit so you can start at any point. If
you are in teams, we suggest that you stagger between the points. All areas
that you need to visit are marked and named on the map, but you may have to
look around to find the plaques…..!

Time
Approx. 45 mins to 1 hour.

Safety
You are responsible for the safety of all children in your group when not under
the instruction of Avon Tyrrell instructors. There are various hazards you should
consider including; open water, barbed wire fences and roads.

Good Luck!!

In the event of an emergency, please call reception on 01425 672347 or find a member of staff
onsite.

Treasure Hunt Activity Pack
You’ll need the ……... tactics to
beat Lord Manners at the game
that is ……....

Green ………... help here to
……... flowers all year round for
our grounds.

Walk to an arch that’s made of
old ……... it leads the way to a
very ….….. home.

Creep down the track …….…..
like a mouse; look for a building
made from straw that looks like
a ……...…...

A place to ……..., a place to
play, here you can have fun all
….….. long.

A place for adventure, no time

Far to the north , all the ……...
you can see. A …………... view
I think you would agree.

Look for some trees standing

to ….….. over the obstacles
with a great ……... hop.

….….. from the rest, in the
middle of the ….….. then on
with your quest.

A place to think, a place to
…………, a place to view the
lands of great …………..

Walk carefully along this ……...
avenue, find the ……... clue
then you can continue.

In days long ….….. to get a
drink, you would need a bucket, a rope and a deep ….…...

Write the letters you find here
Avon
Clump

——I——I——I——I——I——I
——I——I——I——I——I

Rearrange the letters to reveal
the location of the treasure
——I——I——I
——I——I——I——I
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